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Mobile Charging Table Sponsorship - $2,500

Have your branding and marketing message on 3 mobile charging stations throughout the show floor. Reach attendees while they are
charging their phones. A great way to boost traffic to your booth and provide an enjoyable experience for attendees – with your name on it.

exclusive

Show Bags - $1,000

A walking brand message sure to catch buyers’ eyes. This opportunity allows you to
showcase your brand message on our official show bags. Production not included.

Show Bag Inserts - $500 LIMITED TO 5 COMPANIES

Include your company message or sample product inside our official Show Bags.
Handed out to ALL buyers, this promotion is a great way to further showcase your
company and specials at show booth promotions. Sample product or information
flyer is provided by the sponsor. Shipping is not included.

Handout at Registration - $1,500

Efficiently and effectively create brand exposure outside your booth. Your handout will be placed near
registration in a highly trafficked area. Sponsor must provide handout.
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MEETING ROOMS - $2,000

Reserve a personal meeting room for your team or for meetings in-person with buyers while
at the event. Food & beverage and AV are not included in this cost.

Meter Boards - $1,500 DOUBLE SIDED

Visible throughout the main show floor aisles, double-sided meter boards provide the perfect opportunity
to a quick brand impression for buyers. Exhibitor provides print-ready artwork. Production and labor
charges are included.

Pop-Up Meterboard - $750

Produced and provided by sponsor

Aisle Sign Danglers - $750 PER SIGN or $3,000 FOR 5 SIGNS (RECEIVE 1 FREE)

The aisle signs are highly visible and constantly used as a navigational guide which makes them the
perfect opportunity for displaying your company logo and booth number! It is the repeat branding of
this option that embeds your company into the minds of all walking the show. The exhibitor provides
print-ready artwork. Production and labor charges are not included.
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